Small, intelligent and sustainable business laptops make a world of difference

**World’s most intelligent:**

We make your business smarter. How? With the all-new Dell Latitude PC portfolio. For the first time, our AI-powered Dell Optimizer helps personal and professional laptops learn from your usage patterns and optimize their performance in real-time to meet your needs. No more manual tweaking. Let Dell Optimizer do the heavy lifting for you.

**World’s world’s fastest**:

Our innovation never stops. The Dell Latitude 9440 2-in-1 is the world’s lightest 14-inch premium PC, weighing in at just 1.23 kg (2.7 lbs). And it’s not just light; it’s also the most scalable mainstream business laptops. Dell developed this unique design and technology to achieve this level of thinness and efficiency. The result is a device that is both lightweight and powerful, allowing you to work in style.

**World’s smallest and lightest**:

The Dell Latitude 9440 2-in-1 is the world’s smallest 14-inch premium laptop. It is only 17.9 mm thin and weighs just 1.23 kg (2.7 lbs), making it perfect for on-the-go professionals who need a reliable and powerful device.

**World’s most Scalable**:

Dell is committed to driving sustainable innovation. We are lowering our carbon footprint by 75% and increasing battery life up to three hours. Dell’s Promise of providing a sustainable solution is a commitment to our clients and the environment.

**World’s first commercial PC with Zero-Lattice Keyboard**:

Experience comfort and precision with the innovative Zero-Lattice Keyboard, which reduces keyboard power usage by up to 96%. This reduces your organization’s carbon footprint, helping you meet your sustainability goals.

**World’s first haptic collaboration touchpad**:

Dell’s innovative haptic technology provides a tactile feedback experience, allowing users to type more efficiently and accurately. The touchpad features a haptic engine that provides a jerk-free experience when typing.

**World’s first simultaneous multi-network connection**:

Previous models required users to manually switch between networks when connecting to the internet. Dell’s latest technology combines cellular and Wi-Fi, providing seamless connectivity and reducing your work-from-home frustration.

**Built-in Dell SafeID**:

Dell SafeID is a built-in feature that enables users to scan their fingerprint to unlock their device, providing an additional layer of security.

**Presence Detection**:

The Presence Detection feature allows users to scan their fingerprint without interacting with the screen, providing an additional layer of security.

**AI-based optimization software**:

Dell’s AI-based optimization software makes typing easier and more efficient, allowing users to type faster and with greater accuracy.

**Presence Detection detects when you walk away**: Presence Detection is a feature that detects when a person walks away from their laptop. When activated, the screen automatically goes into sleep mode to conserve energy. Dell recommends using this feature in environments where the device is not being actively used, such as in shared workspaces or classrooms.

**World’s most scalable**:

Dell offers various scalable configurations for the Latitude 9440 2-in-1, allowing users to choose the specifications that best suit their needs. From dual-core processors to quad-core processors and up to 64GB of memory, Dell provides a wide range of options to meet the demands of today’s businesses.

**World’s best screen to body ratio on a 14-inch commercial ultra-premium**

Dell’s latest Latitude PC models offer a best-in-class screen-to-body ratio, providing users with a full-screen experience that is designed to enhance productivity and collaboration.

**Dell’s Promise**:

Dell is committed to helping clients reduce their IT carbon footprint as they work towards meeting their organization’s sustainability goals. Dell’s Promise includes developing and delivering energy-efficient products, processes, and services, reducing our impact on the environment, and investing in renewable energy and sustainable infrastructure.

**World’s first PC made with ocean-bound plastics**:

Dell is at the forefront of sustainability and innovation, developing new materials and processes to reduce our impact on the environment. The use of ocean-bound plastics in Dell’s Latitude portfolio is just one example of our commitment to sustainability.

**World’s first hydro-powered laptop**:

Dell is using sustainable materials, such as metalic paper fibers, to make our laptops lighter, thinner, and more sustainable. The use of these materials reduces our carbon footprint and helps us meet our sustainability goals.

**World’s first PC with Onboard Dell SafeID and Look Away Dim**:

The Onboard Dell SafeID feature allows users to scan their fingerprint to unlock their laptop without interacting with the screen, providing an additional layer of security. The Look Away Dim feature is a built-in feature that reduces the screen’s brightness when the user looks away from the laptop, reducing eye strain and improving ergonomics.

**Meet Your Dell Latitude Team**:

The Dell Latitude team is committed to providing the best possible support to our clients. Our team works tirelessly to ensure that our clients are satisfied with our products and services. Whether you need technical support, product information, or just want to chat, the Dell Latitude team is here to help.

**To learn more, ask your account team to test a Dell Latitude PC today or visit dell.com/Latitude**